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Today through entertainment publications such as television programs, fashion shows bring
artists, athletes, or models ... closer to the audience. With talent and the things that artists
contribute to society, people love them even more. When it comes to a name, no one does
not know Kim Kardashian - a famous character on reality TV shows, an American model,
and a businessman interested and sought by everyone. Because of the passionate
anticipation that her name has never cooled, fashion brands, TV shows, or movies always
want to work with her. And it is not surprising that the game development industry also
wants to use her name to be known to everyone. Today I will introduce to you that game.
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Through the name of the game, you partly understand where this game will bring you. Yes,
this game will let you experience the life of a real Hollywood star. This game is very suitable
for those who want to learn how to live and live with their Hollywood idols. Starting in this
game, you will be an unknown normal person, but you will see Kim Kardashian, a famous
and well-known person. You are also one of her idols. And you are wondering how you can
be as popular as her. The answer will be in this game. The path to becoming an A star
requires you to work hard and do many good things to have a lot of fans.

The first step you will experience through hard labor such as serving bars, a waiter for
restaurants, washing dishes ... Do not worry too much when you do such things that can
become a star. The game will design the encounters for opportunities to integrate into the
strenuous work above. Ensure you grasp the opportunity to gradually progress to your
dream of participating in fashion catwalks, becoming an actor, and gradually settling down
in your career. Although difficult and costly to perform, the activities that the game brings
are critical in bringing experience and bonuses to you. Besides, you will be appreciated if
you perform your tasks well, helping you increase your rank in the game very quickly.

Having been through many hardships initially, now that you have a certain reputation, your
life has become much new and richer. In addition to the hours of hard work and hard work,
you can already reward yourself with a trip to Los Angeles to have fun at celebrity clubs.
Here you not only give yourself a fun moment, but you also have the opportunity to expand
your relationship with other famous people. Now that the life of a Hollywood star has really
begun, you will travel to famous places, from restaurants, discos, bars, theaters to the red
carpet wearing splendid outfits and attract everyone's attention. Things will not stop there.
When you play to level 14, the game map will open a new arena called Reykjavik. Now you
have the level to open a club of your own liking.

The game is KIM KARDASHIAN, but the player will not play the role of Kim. But instead, Kim
is just an idol character that leads you into the entertainment world. So you will be yourself
through the character customization, skin, hairstyle, and dress style to your liking. The
fashion trend in the game is updated from the world fashion icon Karl Lagerfeld. Choose for
yourself splendid designs to be able to confidently walk on the red carpet and the focus of
all eyes. If you are a fan of Ms. Kim or just a person who wants to find an entertaining
fashion game, the game is something you should not miss. Download this exciting game
right away to have moments of entertainment.
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